
Hello, Friends!

Instant Replay available for pre-order on Amazon

Instant Replay is
Almost Here!

I'm putting the final
touches on my next
romance, and boy is it
hot! 
Hot QB comes back to
town and realizes his ex
has a child. Only he has
no idea he's the father.
Lucas and Donna have
a love/hate relationship
when he first arrives. All

 

http://sheilafowlerauthor.com
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0CQGVXMDP


over a bit of misinformation. 
Read the romance of Lucas and Donna as they make their way through football,
heartache, and lies. 
Coming March 11th, now is the perfect time to reserve your copy!

Instant Replay Pre-Order

Saddle Key
Mysteries

The first 6 books in my
Saddle Key Mystery series
are available now in 2 box
sets. They are only $5.99
each for Kindle, $25 each
for paperback, and $35
each for hard cover. 
Experience the mystery,
romance, and key lime pie!
And fall in love with my little town of Saddle Key. 
Each story centers around a couple trying to solve a mystery. 
Allie & Mike solve a murder mystery in One Way Out. Blake & Arianna solve a
double murder on Two Hands to Hold. Dex & Tina solve a poisoning in Three
Piece Suit. 
Adam & Lindsey solve Lindsey's amnesia in Four of a Kind. Matt & Audrey
solve a murder in Matt's hotel room in Five Diamond Resort. Armen & Maggie
find out who shot Armen in Six Shooter. Plus, you get a mini-mystery all about
Christmas.

Saddle Key Mysteries Books 1-3

Saddle Key Mysteries: Books 4-6

My Writing Buddy

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0CQGVXMDP
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BGYB958G
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0CB6VBCLY


The Short Road to Shadows on Amazon

This week I'd love to introduce you to my
friend, Heidi Hess. We have known each other
for at least 30 years now. We met in High
School in the Drama Department. It's no
wonder the two of us became writers after
living through the drama of high school. 
Heidi is not only an amazing author, but she
puts on an incredible writing festival (see
below for more info). Her short story collection
is awesome. Here is my review: 
Each story takes you on a fresh adventure
through your mind. 
1. Elusive Green starts off innocuous enough,
but quickly transforms into a different
dimension. The way Heidi Hess creates a
fantastical journey when the Elusive Green
finally takes over. 

2. Real Fiction is my favorite story in this book. What would happen if your
stories came to life? Would you want to live that life? Or would you choose to
stay put? Danielle (the author) has to also choose love over fame. Brilliant way
to tell this story. 
3. Jose's Way is so cool. I don't want to spoil it, but you will love who Jose is. 
4. Lightning Strikes could be a romance or a tragedy. Izzie is a powerful woman.
5. The Collector is a heart-wrenching story. I couldn't put it down and I wanted to
know more about James and his mission. He's going to Germany during World
War 2. I'm crying just thinking about this part of the story. 
6. Break is such a mind f---. I have no words for the scariness that was in that
story. Don't go to the basement!!! 
Each story is original. Each story gives you a new perspective of things that
happen in the shadows! WOW! What a book . . .

The Short Road to Shadows

https://www.amazon.com/Short-Road-Shadows-Heidi-Hess-ebook/dp/B0CRBN5R12?ref_=ast_author_dp
https://www.amazon.com/Short-Road-Shadows-Heidi-Hess-ebook/dp/B0CRBN5R12?ref_=ast_author_dp


Read It Write It Festival, 2024

Kind regards, 
Sheila & Hoagie (my assistant)

Follow me on LinkTree

http://heidicreates.net/events
http://linktr.ee/rockafowlers
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